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A Bled of roses

Built just before World War Two and Communist rule ensured it ‘slept’ for years,
Royal Bled in Slovenia, which has now been redeveloped and opened to tourism,
is one of the most scenic golf courses on the continent. Sarah Forrest reports
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But despite all of this, golf was not a priority, and Royal Bled still laid ready and
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waiting to be rediscovered by the evolving golﬁng world. It wasn’t until 1991,
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with Slovenia gaining independence, did Royal Bled come into its own and the

bedroom is unique in design and to an exceptional high

had no preconceptions about golf in Slovenia, I
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across the course to the mountains

again in 2013 when the golf course was sold to Serbian entrepreneur Dragan
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on the other side of the stone

Šolak, a keen golfer himself who invested heavily to bring the whole resort to

buy, again giving way to the warmness of the staﬀ as they
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the highest standard for today’s market place.
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Sam Torrance
declared Royal Bled’s
ability to stage a major,
if not the Ryder Cup

Originally only open for a few years

Figureheads of golf were invited in 2017 to stage a grand opening of this

encompass small and larger groups add to the ambience

before war and Communist ruling,

iconic venue, an opening ﬁt for kings but most importantly ﬁt for golfers. Sam

of the clubhouse sitting underneath circles of light being

where golf was most likely seen as an

Torrance declared Royal Bled’s ability to stage a major, if not the Ryder Cup.

emitted from the modern yet rustic ceiling’s chandeliers.

elitist sport for the rich, the golf

And there are more plans afoot to grow and build on the successful model

The addition of a modern glass cube restaurant doesn’t

course was left to ‘sleep’. Despite

currently in place.

detract from the original style of the stone building, it

early accolades as the most beautiful
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Adriatic Sea peeping between Italy and Croatia. The

golf course, this giant was laid to rest

fairways, and you’re in trouble, big trouble if you don’t watch you ball like a

place to see the ninth and 18th holes coming back to the

Karavankas mountain ranges, reaching 2,236 meters in

until its somewhat timely re-

hawk, I don’t want to tell you how many golf balls I lost but that is down to

clubhouse is on the grand terrace, where you can barrack

height, are the highest in Slovenia and boarder Austria. A

emergence in the 1970s when golf

the operator, not the course. Any decent (or not too greedy) golfer can plot

even the best golfers on the large, shared green. TGB

country appealing to all outdoor enthusiasts, for walking,

course designer Donald Harridine was

their way around the course, by simply sticking to the fairways. The greens

Interested in going to stay and play Royal Bled?

mountaineering, skiing, all water sports on its vast clear

given the task of taming the unruly

were fast and some were undulating; being a massive fan of MacKenzie greens

Contact sarah@golfgurugroup.com
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